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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

As the USL positions itself to be a world-class and competitive Higher Education Institution 

(HEI), it has initiated an introspective analysis of its mission and vision and what is required 

to fulfil the aims and aspirations captured in those defining statements.  The COVID-19 

pandemic opened another tier of demands on its mission when HEIs were faced with 

lockdowns and a curtailment of movements and face-to-face interaction. It became evident that 

with the nature of the pandemic and the disruption it had caused and continues to do so, 

alternative teaching and learning modes must be considered if the USL should meet the 

expectations of its students and clients and remain competitive in the delivery of its 

programmes while assuring the quality of its graduates. 

In this re-branding exercise, a Learning Management System has been implemented on a 

platform provided by the Ministry of Technical and Higher Education for HEIs. USL has 

customized the LMS for students and staff which has an embedded Staff and Student 

Information Systems as well as a Human Resource and Polling facility.   

It is important to state what an eLearning application entails. 

 ELearning content software offers the user access to a curated or selected/organized 

digital library that can include videos, ebooks, and online courses/lessons.  

 The primary function of an eLearning software is therefore to provide the user with a 

large content library for self-guided learning or integration with an LMS platform. 

[https://www.trustradius.com/learning-management-lms]  

There is a growing pedagogical shift from a teacher-centred to a student-centred approach, i.e. 

an outcome based educational system.  Online learning schemes lend themselves conveniently 

to this approach and hence their growing popularity especially in situations where students 

cannot offer programmes from a campus due to the nature of their jobs or their distance from 

the campus of interest.  eLearning offers such a flexibility. 

Objectives of the eLearning initiative 

1. To provide an alternative learning experience for students and clients (NGOs, sister 

institutions, business houses and other employing authorities) who may need such 

services for training, onboarding and continuing professional development of their 

employees. 

2. To extend the academic programmes to a wider national and international clientele. 

3. To draw from the expertise of the diaspora and other international experts that have 

expressed interest in online teaching from their country of residence or who can be 

contracted to participate through online lecturing. 

4. To offer greater flexibility to students in achieving their dreams in acquiring higher 

qualification from HEIs or other educational bodies without the constraints of a 

traditional physical campus. 

5. To capacitate academics in online pedagogical approaches thereby extending their 

international reach and influence, noting that the successful roll-out of an innovative 



process needs the buy-in of the least capacitated members of staff who would be 

required to use it. 

Programme roll out 

At the outset of the eLearning discussions during a few retreats mounted by the University, 19 

programmes were identified by various departments in the various colleges of the University 

and discussion on proposals for additional programmes is on the increase.  Recognizing the 

nature of the eLearning mode of delivery, it became necessary to map out a process that will 

eventually ensure that lecturers participating in these programmes had the necessary skill sets 

for online delivery as distinct from the in-person mode.  In this regard lecturers were trained 

on the use of the eLearning tools of teaching such as Google classroom, Goggle Meet and more 

advanced features of Power point slide development. These will be support tools linked to the 

Learning Management System facilities of the USL. 

While these training and re-skilling exercises were being undertaken, led by the eLearning 

Secretariat, compilation of the curricula for the potential programmes were developed with 

eLearning in mind for submission to the Tertiary Education Commission, for certification, this 

being a requirement for institutions to launch eLearning programmes. 

Table 1. shows the 11-university approved in-person programmes that were reviewed for 

eLearning and submitted to the TEC. The strategy adopted was that only programmes that had 

undergone the academic evaluation of the University process would be reviewed for eLearning 

Table 1.0. Programmes identified for eLearning 

NO Name of Programme Department 

1 Master of Business Administration Human Resource Management 

2 MA in Journalism & Media Studies Media and Communication Studies 

3 MA Communication & Development Studies Communication and Public Relations 

4 MA Public Relations & Marketing Communication Communication and Public Relations 

5 MPhil in Communication & Media Studies Media and Communication Studies 

6 MPhil in Linguistics Language Studies 

7 MPhil in English Language Studies 

8 Master of Social Work Sociology and Social Work 

9 MPhil in Energy Studies 

Mechanical and Maintenance 

Engineering 

10 

Master of Science in Programme Evaluation & Data 

Analytics 

Institute of Population and Development 

Studies 

11 

Master of Science in Population and Development 

Studies 

Institute of Population and Development 

Studies 

 

At the end of the review exercise by the TEC four masters’ programmes were approved.  These 

will be the first batch of programmes to be rolled out at the 2022/2023 academic year. There 

are on-going discussions on the other programmes including a number of identified 

undergraduate programmes identified for online education. 

 

 



The following are the four programmes: 

1. Master in Business Administration 

2. Master of Arts in Communication and Development Studies 

3. Master of Arts in Public Relations and Marketing Communication 

4. Master of Arts in Journalism and Media Studies 

Further training on studio recording of lectures and modification of PowerPoint slides is on-

going with a start date of lectures in January 2023 in mind.  Advertisements and media 

sensitisation activities should commence soon. 

Ecommerce activities 

The USL has established three Virtual Learning Studios in each of its college campuses, with 

facilities for quality recording of lecture videos suitable for uploading for eLearning and 

other online learning support. At its eLearning Centre at 19 Fort Street, Freetown, the 

eLearning Secretariat will provide consultation in a client-friendly environment served by 

Administrative and technical staff [See photo gallery in Appendix] 

eLearning Centre Services 

The eLearning Centre at USL plans to offer the following services: 

1. Recording and processing of lectures and other audio-visuals in our Virtual Learning 

Units; 

2. Blended conference services, i.e. face-to-face of up to 10 persons and online 

participants; 

3. Customized webinars for short courses being offered and others in the pipeline; 

4. Customized training/onboarding programmes for recruits in collaboration with 

employers; 

5. Widen customer base internationally; 

6. Short professional courses using blended learning platforms; 

7. Recordings of paid-for conferences and workshops that were conducted face-to-face 

at reduced rates for those who are interested and others who may not have attended; 

8. Paid-for advertising of programmes and events; 

9. Book sales of Sierra Leonean authors in collaboration with local publishers; 

10. Online library/repository access for non-staff; 

11. Targeted training sessions on specific tools required for the eLearning roll-out for 

institutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

eLearning development and implementation at USL 

INTRODUCTION 

The University of Sierra Leone (USL) comprises three campuses: Fourah Bay College (FBC), 

Institute of Public Administration and Management (IPAM) and College of Medicine and 

Allied Health Sciences (COMAHS) (University of Sierra Leone, 2022). Since 1827, the three 

constituencies of USL have been offering academic programmes in person. The Ebola 

epidemic in 2014, combined with the unprecedented ongoing coronavirus (COVID-19) 

pandemic, have exposed the weaknesses of the country’s health and educational infrastructures. 

According to the University Act 2021, the Chancellor of the University of Sierra Leone, 

formerly the President of Sierra Leone, has changed to an appointive position. Furthermore, 

the university authority has re-calibrated its strategies to rebrand and continuously improve its 

operations to maintain competitiveness by introducing dynamic and marketable programmes 

that will address contemporary issues in this world of volatility (University of Sierra Leone, 

2022). Faculty members and other stakeholders believe that the approved programmes and 

reviewed existing syllabi will not only make students potential graduates for employability, but 

they could demonstrate their hard and soft skills in providing sustainable solutions for society. 

Adding value to its processes, USL had in 2019 launched its portal, which handles students and 

staff data, from admissions to graduation and recruitment to retirement for employees. In 

addition, registration, online voting for students’ union elections, upload of PowerPoint 

slides/notes, grades and production of results, transcripts, and updates of incoming events are 

all functions of the portal. The establishment of the ICT and Strategic Planning and Quality 

Assurance Directorates, including the eLearning Centre, are all testaments of value creation 

and visionary leadership to ensure the strategic attainment of the mission and vision statements 

of USL. Undoubtedly, the role of ICT in tertiary education is prevalent. Its significance 

continues to emerge from the sporadic transformation as a great enabler to human endeavour, 

thus leading to enormous benefits. ICT use in education not only improves the classroom 

teaching-learning process but also provides the facility of e-learning. Although ICT facilitates 

operations of organisations faster with accuracy, reliability and transparency, its success is 

mainly contingent on human engagement and value appreciation. However, it is noteworthy 

that significant challenges may forestall its potential execution if proactive steps are not taken. 

  

The educational landscape of Sierra Leone has experienced and continues to experience 

significant setbacks, which have devastating impacts on the socio-economic, political, 

environmental and technological development and growth. Perhaps the worst affected area is 

the education sector, which plays a fundamental role in reshaping the mindset of people, 

ensuring better lives for citizens to live independently, make informed decisions for the 

economy of the country, an engine of growth.  

 

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY IN USL 

HEIs execute a strategic function in providing quality teaching service to future generations 

and making informed decisions for public benefits and demonstrating leadership skills for 

global sustainable development initiatives. Online teaching has gained popularity in HEIs. 

Blackboard and Moodle are used to facilitate virtual learning systems. These platforms make 



instructional methods flexible and improve university operations (Ramij & Sultana, 2020; Teo, 

Zhou, Fan, & Huang, 2018). 

The increasing volatility rate in diverse areas culminating in a damning impact on tertiary 

institutions' functionality call for proactive steps to provide quality education. Hence, HEIs are 

demanded to deploy robust online approaches for research, teaching and learning, which ensure 

collaborative interactions among learners, researchers, academics, organisations, policymakers 

and other stakeholders (Ramij & Sultana, 2020). Building resilience and applying agility are 

critical success factors for university operations to thrive to achieve long-term sustainable 

outcomes, whether adjusting to war, navigating a pandemic, dealing with the threat of a 

changing climate, (Dignan, Leger, & Likhari, 2021) protest/demonstrations or civil 

disturbances. The university administration received support from the Ministry of Technical 

and Higher Education in terms of an educational portal or Learning Management System 

(LMS), as well as projectors, screen, markers, and whiteboards. USL has demonstrated 

willingness and determination to maximise this opportunity by making huge investments in 

technology, by establishing a fully furnished eLearning Centre, procuring IT equipment for the 

Centre’s establishment, Virtual Learning Studios (VLS), and undertaking leasing and other 

recurrent expenditures for staff operationalisation and productivity. Also, retreat and training 

sessions meant to digitally transform how lecturers teach, how students learn, and how 

administrators manage the university have been held. Furthermore, IPAM has recently 

expanded its facility in Bo City by leasing a structure which accommodates at least 50 students 

in each lecture hall, a library, an administrative office, and an e-Learning Centre. In addition, 

the Makeni campus provides learning opportunities for diploma programmes, has the floor with 

eight rooms and is equipped to accommodate students and staff for in-person and e-lectures.  

Successful candidates of the IPAM diploma programmes who have met the pre-requisite 

university entry requirements can utilise the computer-generated learning centre to pursue their 

studies in an undergraduate programme of their career choice. The university authority at FBC 

launched a newly constructed smart building thanks to the alumnus, a philanthropist, who 

singlehandedly invested his resources to empower students to attain their fullest potential and 

be agents for positive change. The state-of-the art building at the FBC campus has a virtual 

classroom and teleconferencing facilities, including solar backup power.  

Although much more is desired to make the Centres and the VLSs efficacious, it is expected 

tutors could optimise the available resources to accelerate the adoption of ICT thereby 

promoting its usefulness and benefits.  

USL RE-ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 

Supportive of the aspirations of H.E., the President, Rtd. Brigadier Dr Julius Maada Bio’s new 

flagship programme that is centred on education at all levels and coupled with the perennial 

challenges of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), the University of Sierra Leone, embarked 

on an academic retreat held in Bo from 29th April to 1st May 2021 to conduct what has been 

referred to as “Re-engineering” or “Surgical Review” of the University systems. The Bo retreat 

recommended six projects which Senate endorsed on 225th May 2021:  

 Harmonisation of admissions and assessment processes including exit verification and 

promotion criteria.  



 Establishment of an Institute of Extramural Studies as a Directorate for centralised 

administration of all undergraduate certificate and diploma courses. 

 Faculty splitting and merging. 

 Classification for masters’ programmes and pathway for PhD. 

 eLearning Rollout 

 A review of USL’s administrative functions aimed at raising standards (such as a 

modified Organogram, appraisal and supervision system and affiliations with other 

institutions. 

As the USL positions itself to be a world-class and competitive Higher Education Institution 

(HEI) it has initiated an introspective analysis of its mission and vision and what it is required 

to fulfil the aims and aspiration captured in those defining statements.  The COVID-19 

pandemic opened another tier of demands on its mission when HEIs were faced with 

lockdowns and a curtailment of movements and face-to-face interaction.  It became evident 

that with the nature of the pandemic and the disruption it had caused and continues to do so, 

alternative teaching and learning modes must be considered if the USL should meet the 

expectations of its students and clients and remain competitive in the delivery of its 

programmes while assuring the quality of its graduates. 

In this re-branding exercise, a Learning Management System (LMS) has been implemented on 

a platform provided by the Ministry of Technical and Higher Education for HEIs.  USL has 

customised the LMS for students and staff which has an embedded Staff and Student 

Information Systems as well as a Human Resource and Polling facility.  The current process 

of application for admission is online using the LMS. Staff are gradually logging in to 

verify/update their profile pages in readiness to provide resource material (lecture notes, web 

links, grading and results and exams) for students in addition launching an eLearning 

programme for selected masters’ programmes. The latter will be targeted at programmes that 

are structured enough to lend themselves to this migration and for whom the staff are so 

capacitated, and the resources have been well established. In this vein several questionnaire 

surveys were mounted to gauge the degree of preparedness of staff and students to embracing 

and fully participating effectively in the migration of selected programmes to an eLearning 

mode of delivery. 

There have been ongoing discussions on several WhatsApp forums by colleagues in the 

Learning Management Team, the USL Quality Assurance Team and a recently formed 

eLearning Centre group on these issues. 

These discussions are critical to the success of such a venture as a robust staff buy-in is required 

for a sustainable implementation of this initiative.  It is often stated that eLearning is designed 

by humans and facilitated by technology according to agreed-upon roles and responsibilities 

and not the reverse (Davis, Little, & Stewart, 2011). 

It is important at this juncture to state what an eLearning application entails. 

 eLearning content software offers the user access to a curated or selected/organized 

digital library that can include videos, eBooks, and online courses/lessons.  

 The primary function of an eLearning software is therefore to provide the user with a 

large content library for self-guided learning or integration with an LMS platform. 

[https://www.trustradius.com/learning-management-lms]  

There is a growing pedagogical shift from a teacher-centred to a student-centred approach, i.e., 

an outcome based educational system.  Online learning schemes lend themselves conveniently 



to this approach and hence its growing popularity especially in situations where students cannot 

offer programmes from a campus due to the nature of their jobs or their distance from the 

campus of interest.  eLearning offers such a flexibility. 

Additionally, several programmes offered by USL are oversubscribed. Sadly, many potential 

students cannot be admitted even when they are qualified because of lecture room restriction 

to cater for such large class sizes for several courses.  An alternative route to these programmes 

through eLearning could be a welcomed solution for these students. 

Objectives of the eLearning initiative 

1. To provide an alternative learning experience for students and clients (NGOs, sister 

institutions, business houses and other employing authorities) who may need such 

services for training, onboarding, and continuing professional development of their 

employees. 

2. To extend the programmes offered by USL to a wider national and international 

clientele 

3. To provide opportunities to unserved potential students who may have not been 

admitted because their programmes of choice were oversubscribed. 

4. To draw from the expertise of the diaspora and other international experts that have 

expressed interest in online teaching from their country of residence or who can be 

contracted to participate through online lecturing. 

5. To offer greater flexibility to students in achieving their dreams in acquiring higher 

qualification from the USL without the constraints of the traditional means of 

education. 

6. To capacitate academics in online pedagogical approaches thereby extending their 

international reach and influence, noting that the successful roll-out of an innovative 

process needs the buy-in of the least capacitated members of staff who would be 

required to use it. 

 

Fig 1 provides a schematic/topography of the expectations of the eLearning ecosystem for USL
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Benefits of LMS 

The benefits of LMS are an incredible platform that enhances the structure and functioning of 

the learning process in many profound ways. It changes education methodologies, hence 

significantly benefiting all stakeholders, for example, learning establishments, lecturer, 

students, and parents. To learning institutions simplified administration and a cost-effective 

approach to teaching are examples of LMS. In the case of lecturers, it saves time, 

personalised/student centred pedagogical model, easy tracking, and reporting of students’ 

progress or otherwise, including challenges of courses, which can be addressed to improve 

teaching productivity. Other important beneficiaries are students because it increases 

engagement and interactivity, flexibility and accessibility, and improved performance of 

students’ outcomes. Finally, the LMS can be configured for parents’ involvement which 

strengthens the parent-student relationship and motivates learners to continuously improve on 

their performance. Given the above-mentioned advantages, however, there are underpinning 

disadvantages that adopters and implementers of the system should consider. These are 

Onboarding process, interoperability, and cost (Bouchrika, 2020).   

In summary, LMS solutions are incredibly useful tools that can simplify and organize the 

digital aspects of the learning process. They provide a comprehensive set of features that 

benefits the institution, lecturers, students, and parents alike. There are administrative and 

course-building tools for educators, portals for students to access learning materials, and 

options for parents to monitor students’ progress. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE E-LEARNING CENTRE 

Since the establishment of the university’s eLearning Centre in September 2021, and in 

preparation for the rollout of the Centre’s activities the team embarked on a retreat held at Bo 

from Thursday 14 – Sunday 17th October 2021. Sixty attendees, faculty and administrative 

members participated in the retreat. Both categories of staff members realised the need while 

mindful of the challenges ahead to embark on online learning, particularly for some highly 

demanded courses at masters’ level.  Several meetings and consultations were held in readiness 

to mount the underlisted proposed online programmes: 

Table 1.0. Programmes identified for eLearning 

NO Name of Programme Department 

1 Master of Business Administration Human Resource Management 

2 MA in Journalism & Media Studies Media and Communication Studies 

3 MA Communication & Development Studies Communication and Public Relations 

4 MA Public Relations & Marketing Communication Communication and Public Relations 

5 MPhil in Communication & Media Studies Media and Communication Studies 

6 MPhil in Linguistics Language Studies 

7 MPhil in English Language Studies 

8 Master of Social Work Sociology and Social Work 

9 MPhil in Energy Studies 

Mechanical and Maintenance 

Engineering 

10 

Master of Science in Programme Evaluation & Data 

Analytics 

Institute of Population and Development 

Studies 



11 

Master of Science in Population and Development 

Studies 

Institute of Population and Development 

Studies 

Following the retreat, some faculty members forwarded online master's programmes to the 

eLearning Centre to assess its readiness. Subsequently, it approved eleven programmes sent to 

the Tertiary Education Commission through the Registrar's office of the University of Sierra 

Leone. The Registrar delivered a dossier of programmes for the eLearning rollout to the 

Tertiary Education Commission for accreditation (TEC). After thoroughly evaluating the 

university's proposed online programmes, TEC approved the certification of four online 

master's programmes, as listed below. 

1. Master in Business Administration 

2. Master of Arts in Communication and Development Studies 

3. Master of Arts in Public Relations and Marketing Communication 

4. Master of Arts in Journalism and Media Studies 

In anticipation of positive feedback from TEC, the Centre organized training for proposed 

participating lecturers and responses from trainees are encouraging and motivational. 

Currently, the Centre is strategizing with faculty members, the ICT directorate, the USL 

administration, and other stakeholders to intensify its public visibility. It will leverage various 

forms of media outreach to educate and inform interested clients. Plans are underway to 

advertise the TEC-accredited online masters’ programmes for the 2022/2023 academic year, 

Audio/video recordings and livelier PowerPoint training are ongoing, focusing only on 

participating lecturers of the approved programmes. 

 Governance structure of the eLearning Centre 

The eLearning centre is an integral component of the operations and strategic focus of the USL. 

Its mandate aligns with the general vision and mission of the University to ensure the 

sustainable implementation of the mode of pedagogy within the context of the education 

service portfolio of the University.  The e-learning centre is to perform a support or service role 

in e-learning teaching and learning.  It is also to provide support to academic staff across the 

institution in their deployment of e-learning for qualitative enhancement of teaching and 

learning. Fig. 4 provides an annotated organogram demonstrating the structure of the eLearning 

governance.   

 

It is envisaged that staff will have access to officers at the centre who are experts both in the 

use of the technology and with pedagogical skills to assist academics in transforming their 

notes and other teaching resource material to an eLearning form for delivery online.  The 

technical officers should also be able to assist staff in developing new programmes for 

eLearning as well as in their research activities. The Unit should also help staff in accessing 

library facilities for study and research. 

 

On a more general level, the Unit shall provide workshops and other training opportunities for 

staff on topics related to their eLearning delivery as well as the interfacing requirements 

between the LMS and the Content Management system being used for the eLearning activities. 

These tutoring/authoring activities will be coordinated by a Training, Learning and Content 

Development (TLD) Lead who will be a member of the Technical Committee that reports to 

the project Implementation Committee.   



The governing body is the Steering Committee chaired by the Vice Chancellor and Principal, 

with the DVCs, Finance Director, Registrar, Deans, Heads of departments, Deputy Registrars, 

and SAFOs as members. 
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Projects are independent of the colleges but report to 

the FD.  They constitute one-to-one staff and student 

support or Team training/workshops where necessary 
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Hardware, and software 

The following considerations are necessary in determining an efficient eLearning support system 

Hardware 

1.  Server type.  A decision will have to be made on the type of server to be used and a choice of a 

cloud server against a dedicated server made as early as possible. 

2. User database and concurrent users, i.e., the number of expected users that will be connected 

at a time will inform the options for the configuration of the server. 

3. As mentioned earlier the bandwidth provision is critical to the success of the venture as is the 

speed of the CPU and specifications of other peripheral devices. 

 

Software 

1. The choice of the CMS must guarantee interoperability with the USL LMS for effective and 

efficient operations 

2. The portal should easily integrate with the online library and other digital resources that will 

be used to enhance teaching, learning and research. 

Furthermore, provision should be made for an independent Quality Assessment of all aspects of the 

system especially in meeting the SLOs from the students’ perspective.  This exercise will provide 

an insight as to the level and rate of return on the Administration’s investment on the pilot 

programmes and lessons will be learnt for introducing other programmes in the eLearning portfolio. 

FINANCIAL PLAN 

The Administration has invested a huge amount in kick-starting the eLearning initiative.  It is 

recognized that as this mode of pedagogy grows and the demand increases, there will be increasing 

need for funding to match the required services to clients and staff of the University.  It is envisaged 

that larger Virtual Learning Centres will be established nationwide with solar power back-up or 

hybrid power systems to ensure a 24/7 data support and access. 

To reduce the burden on students especially in the provinces, these centres will be places of study 

and meeting points to access the portal as well as take part in live sessions with internet and 

computer support provided in the centres. 

The success of the Centre relies on adequate resources both human and financial. The short, 

medium- and long-term perspectives (strategy) has been carefully developed to align with the 

overall budgetary estimates of the University for its sustainable operations. 

Please see below the budget for IT consumables to expand operations.  

 

 

Table 2. Projected hardware and software requirements for expanded operations 



Computer Consumable     

External Hard drive 

Lacie Rugged Mini 2TB  

External Hard Drive Portable 

HDD - USB 3.0, Drop Shock 

Dust Rain Resistant 

3 pcs 

Wacom Graphics Drawing Tablet 

Wacom Intuos Graphics 

Drawing Tablet for Mac, PC, 

Chromebook & Android (small) 

with Software Included - Black 

(CTL4100) 

5 pcs 

CCTV Cameras 

OHWOAI - Security Camera 

System Wireless, 4TB Hard 

Drive Pre-Install 8 Channel 

1080P NVR, 8PCS 1080P 

2.0MP CCTV WI-FI IP Cameras 

for Homes, OHWOAI HD 

Surveillance Video Security 

System. 

1 set 

CCTV Monitor Screen 

CCTV Monitor Display 46 inch 

3x3 LCD video wall with 5.7mm 

screen to screen 4K display 

supported DID video wall 

1 pc 

Hard Drive Docking Station 

Tccmebius TCC-S862-US USB 

2.0 to2 2.5 3.5 Inch SATA IDE 

Dual Slots External Enclosure 

with All in 1 Card Reader and 

USB 2.0 Hub for 2.5" 3.5" IDE 

SATA I/II/III HDD SSD 

2 pcs 

Microsoft office Moicrosoft office 2019 Pro  10 Users 

LAN Switch 
Cisco Small Business 350 Series 

Managed Switches - 8 Ports & 

24 Ports 

2 pcs 

Lan Router Cisco 2951 Integrated Service 

Router 
1 Pc 

Wireless Router Cisco RV160W Wireless Router 2 pcs 

Antivirus (multi-user version) Bitdefender Antivirus Paid 

Version, Enterprise License 
1 Pc 

Power supply extensions 

European Standard power 

Supply Extentions - 5mts or 

longer 

12 pcs 

Cordless Mouse  Cordless Mouse  10 pcs 

Cordless Keyboard  Cordless Keyboard  10 pcs 

Mouse Pad 

Belkin Standard 8-Inch by 9-

Inch Computer Mouse Pad with 

Neoprene Backing and Jersey 

Surface (Black) (F8E089-BLK) 

10 pcs 

Air Blower  XPOWER A-2 Airrow Pro 

Multi-Use Electric Computer 

1 pc 



Duster Dryer Air Pump Blower 

– Blue 

HDMI cables  

KabelDirekt – 20ft HDMI Cable 

– 4K & 8K HDMI Cord (HDMI 

to HDMI Cable – 8K@60Hz & 

4K@120Hz for a Stunning Ultra 

HD Experience, High Speed 

with Ethernet – Blu-

ray/PS4/PS5/Xbox Series 

X/Switch, Black) 

2 pcs 

HDMI/VGA Adapter  

Moread HDMI to VGA, Gold-

Plated HDMI to VGA Adapter 

(Male to Female) for Computer, 

Desktop, Laptop, PC, Monitor, 

Projector, HDTV, Chromebook, 

Raspberry Pi, Roku, Xbox and 

More - Black 

5 pcs 

Internet     

Modem   3 

Computer (Desktop)  

Dell/Lenovo Desktop 10th/11th 

Gen Intel Core i5/i7 6-Core 

Processor, 12 GB 2666MHz 

DDR4/DDR5 RAM 

8 pcs 

2020 Apple iMac with Retina 

5K Display (27inch, 8GB/16 

RAM, 256GB SSD Storage 

2 pcs 

Professional Networking Tool kit S-Tek 34-piece networking tool 

kit 
1 Pk 

Network Cable Tester  

Network Cable Tester NF-8209 - 

Detecting PoE voltage, current, 

power, PoE standards Power 

supply modes, Verify RJ45 

cables 

1 Pc 

 

 

 

Computer (Laptop)     

Multifunctional Printer 

Image CLASS MF445dw - All-

in-One, Wireless, Mobile-Ready 

Laser Printer with 3 Year 

Warranty 

2 pcs 



Multi Media Projector 

Projector 1080P LCD LED 6500 

Lumen Full HD Projectors 

Home Theatre Cinema with 

Dual HiFi Speaker 25% Digital 

Zoom HDMI/USB/VGA 

Multimedia Outdoor Movie 

Projectors for TV 

Stick/DVD/PC/Laptop/PS5 

1 pc 

UPS 

APC Back-Ups Pro BR1000G-

IN, 1000VA / 600W, 230V UPS 

System, High-Performance 

Premium Power Backup & 

Protection for Home Office, 

Desktop PC, Gaming Console & 

Home Electronics 

12 pcs 

Stabilizer 
Power Tech AVR Automatic 

Voltage Regulator - 3000 VA - 

5000 VA 

2 pcs 

Binding Machine 

Binding Machine, 21-Holes, 450 

Sheets, Comb Binding Machine 

with Starter Kit 100 PCS 3/8'' 

Comb Binding Spines, Comb 

Binding Machine Perfect for 

Letter Size, A4, A5 or Smaller 

Sizes Office Documents 

1 pc 

Smart Tv 

Sony X900H 65-inch TV: 4K 

Ultra HD Smart LED TV with 

HDR, Game Mode for Gaming, 

and Alexa Compatibility - 2020 

Model 

1 pc 

Paper Shredder 
mazon Basics 8-Sheet Capacity, 

Cross-Cut Paper and Credit Card 

Shredder, 4.1 Gallon 

1 pcs 

Webcam 
Logitech streamCam Graphite 

1080P HD 60fps Streaming 

Webcam 

10 pcs 

Blank DVD WR Suny/Maxell Blank DVD WR 2 pks 

Tonner (cartridge) CANON IMAGECLASS 

MF445DW INK & TONER 
20 pcs 

      

Network Infrastructure 

Maintenance   
  

Network Cable CAT-6 Ethernet Network Cable 2 bx 

Network Outlets 

CAT.6 RJ45 Ethernet Wall 

Plate, Cat6 Network Keystone 

Jack Inline Coupler Faceplate 

with RJ45 Module Connector 

Compatible with Cat7/6/6e/5/5e 

Devices (1 Port) 

15 st 



Cable Trunks 
Cable trunks - 1/2 inch 10 pcs 

Cable trunks - 1 inch 10 pcs 

RJ45 Connectors Cat-6 

 Rj45 plugs for unshielded 

twisted pair solid or stranded 

cable, supports 24 to 26 AWG 

round or flat network cable 

100 pcs 

 

FORWARD THINKING 

The eLearning Team, in collaboration with the ICT Directorate, believes agility and resiliency 

approaches coupled with the integration of ICT into our operations will help to address the 

increasing uptake of students, congestion of lecture halls, lack of modern lecture facilities, delay in 

the publication of grades and results, transcripts production, upload and submission of assignments 

with a plagiarism checker for quality and creative write-ups, plethora access to e-books, journal 

articles, magazines, and audio recordings. Furthermore, eLearning provides an alternative mode of 

delivery that lecturers can leverage in emergencies such as strike action, demonstrations, shutdowns 

due to electrical faults, and lecturers’ unavailability among others. The eLearning Team is confident 

that the available resources (i.e., human resources, Virtual Learning Studios (VLS) etc. can be 

optimised to facilitate the stop gap measures necessitated by for example, civil disruptions (such as 

curfew, natural disasters etc.) while the government institutes law and order. The cutting-edge 

initiative is not only meant for the short-term measures, but an attempt to proffer long-term solutions 

to the ever-increasing educational supply chain disruptions emerging mostly from external shocks. 

There has been an exponential increase in WASSCE passes, with many students meeting University 

entry requirements. This trend will continue for the unforeseeable future. Still, HEIs can only 

admit some eligible applicants due to minimal classroom accommodation. It is, therefore, only 

prudent that expansion in the Distance Learning pathway, significantly eLearning, should be 

accelerated to allow HEIs that meet the Tertiary Education Commission's Open and Distance 

Learning (ODL) policy to operationalise digital instruction. In addition, USL hopes to add to the 

already TEC-accredited online programmes and introduce a few highly demanded undergraduate 

programmes. They are B.Sc. Procurement, Logistics and Supply Chain Management, MSc in 

Program Evaluation and Data Analytics, MSc in Procurement Logistics and Supply Chain 

Management, etc.   

 

 

The team is optimistic that if the undermentioned initiatives are embarked on as part of our resilient 

and agile mechanisms, the future of the education landscape of USL will regain its past glory.  

 

The following are suggestions for sustainable development: 

 The university administration provides the required resources, for example, academic and 

professional training for the ICT team to enhance their capacities for high-performance 

efficiency.    

 That USL includes in the university calendar of events at least one mandatory training, 

preferably before the commencement of the academic year. 

 That module lecturers be incentivised (receive an amount to be determined by USL 

management) to create and design their PowerPoint slides/notes. It will include weekly 



topics, administration of continuous assessments with their briefs, including feedback to 

students based on submitted assignments and mode of delivery (i.e., face-

face/online/blended approach). Also, provision of reference materials such as prescribed 

textbooks, webinar audio/video links, journal articles, and magazines for students’ ease of 

learning, accessibility and flexibility.     

 That the university/campus management motivates tutors to attend a Virtual Learning Studio 

recording to be organised by the USL LMS/ICT Directorate and the eLearning Centre to 

add to the portfolio of teaching resources for students. 

 The university provides a robust internet infrastructure for each campus to support online 

teaching and learning. It must be emphasised that the lack of such facilities is one of the 

pitfalls of online teaching and learning.   

CONCLUSION 
Effective adoption and frequent navigation of technology is germane to attract and retain learners, 

academic and non-academic staff, while upholding importance in the digital environment. 

Therefore, USL should be digitally configured and resilient to not only adapt and respond to 

disruptions but also capitalise on changed circumstances. The eLearning team believes change is 

inevitable with the empowerment, engagement of the human factor and the optimisation of 

technology. Triumph in this fast-paced society, institutions such as the USL, requires agility and 

adaptability, with the ability to swiftly discover and respond to emerging risks. It must be noted that 

surmounting uncertainties requires adequate preparation with constant changes to our conventional 

practices. 
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FOURAH BAY COLLEGE – VIRTUAL LEARNING STUDIO, MOUNT AUREOL, 

FREETOWN. 

 

FOURAH BAY COLLEGE VIRTUAL LEARNING STUDIO 

 

 



 

 
FOURAH BAY COLLEGE LECTURE HALL - TUNDE-COLE SMART BUILDING 

 



 
FOURAH BAY COLLEGE LECTURE HALL - TUNDE-COLE SMART BUILDING 

 



FBC 

LECTURE ROOM - TUNDE-COLE SMART BUILDING 



 

IPAM VIRTUAL LEARNING STUDIO AT MAIN CAMPUS, TOWER HILL, 

FREETOWN. 



VIRTUAL LEARNING STUDIO, IPAM AT KORIBUNDO ROAD, BO CITY 



 
VIRTUAL LEARNING STUDIO, IPAM AT KORIBUNDO ROAD, BO CITY 

 



 
VIRTUAL LEARNING STUDIO, IPAM AT MAKENI CITY 

 

 
COMAHS VIRTUAL LEARNING STUDIO AT LIGHTFOOT BOSTON STREET, 

FREETOWN. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

FRONT VIEW OF THE E-LEARNING CENTRE, UNIVERSITY OF SIERRA LEONE, 19 

FORT STREET, FREETOWN. 



 

E-LEARNING CENTRE – CONFERENCE ROOM 
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